
Rhode Island 
School of Design 
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University of Sheffield
1998            

EDUCATION

Masters of Interior Architecture; Honors Graduate, GPA: 3.88

BA Modern History and Political Science; Honors Graduate.
Areas of focus: American Political System; Modern American History, from Abraham Lincoln to the Present.

N A O M I 
C L A R E 
CRELL IN

Awarded ‘Most Outstanding Graduate Degree Project’ for thesis:  
‘Knowing Process; Knowing Place: A new home for the Providence Jewelry Museum’.
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PROFESSIONAL EXPERIENCE

Seasoned creative director of experiential audience engagements. Strategic design thinker with expertise in narrative communications. 
Collaborative leader with very high standards of excellence, who finds great joy in helping teams and organizations succeed in their goals. 
Extensive experience leading creative strategy processes and teams from start to finish - from strategy through ideation, iteration, project 
management, down to the fine details of print, motion and web collateral. Longstanding interest in digital trends, bringing an advanced skillset 
across both 2D and 3D technologies (Adobe Suite, Vectorworks, 3DS Max, SketchUp, C4D). 

Storycraft Creative
Creative Director 
Oct 2015 - Jan 2019

Providing creative services for brand experiences and narrative environments. Working with production 
companies and strategic planners to define audience experience, provide creative direction and lead 
design work for exhibits, conferences and tradeshows. Relevant projects and clients include: 

‘In Sickness & In Health’ - Smithsonian Institution, National Museum of American History - Design 
Strategist and Developer for exhibit on American Medicine, working with the team to introduce Agile methods.  

‘Many Voices, One Nation’ - Smithsonian Institution, NMAH - Design Management Consulting
Oversight of design and construction management for a multi-million dollar exhibit that opened at NMAH 
in July 2017, telling the story of the peopling of America. Working with curatorial, creative,  detailing and 
production teams to ensure an on-time and on-budget delivery of the envisioned exhibit design. 

Department of Commerce, SelectUSA - Art Direction and Creative Development 
Led client team from initial ideation to design development of U.S public space signage at the Hannover 
Messe 2016 exposition. This was the first time the U.S. has served as the the official partner country for the fair 
since its inception in 1947, and the first time a sitting U.S. president has participated.

ClimateAction 2016 Summit - Creative Direction and Design 
Comprehensive creative and design work for the Washington, D.C. policy conference to continue the work 
of the Paris Climate Treaty. Defined overall look and feel for exhibit elements, including dimensional signage, 
environment decor and scenic elements. Oversaw production contractor detailing and construction. 

Hargrove, Inc.
Director of Creative Strategy
Jan 2019 - Present

Bring agency-style strategic creative thinking to the generation of experiential environments. Develop 
innovative event planning and audience engagement tools that elevate attendee experience. Provide thought 
and practice leadership in the development and application of creative strategies. Establish standards of 
excellence and lead design thinking approaches to project development and planning processes. 
Intel
Created transformational learning experiences for this organization’s global salesforce. Architected the 
approach to engagement with content, bringing to life the company’s cultural pillar messaging, and supported 
a transition to an Open Floor Learning Environment. 
Marriott International
Led the planning for the creation of experiential breakouts that brought to life the content of the study ‘5 
trends that shape the future of business meetings’. This immersive and active learning experience blended 
digital with analog, helping ensure resonance of the messaging with attendees. 

Staples 
Supported this organization’s re-brand to create experiences that introduced five new product lines and a 
refocussed positioning that was centered around partnership and thoughtful solutions. Developed an event 
architecture that was deployed across event portfolio



RECOGNITION+ INNOVATION

Exhibited in:
Sensing the Future: 
Moholy-Nagy and the Arts. 
Bauhaus Archiv, Berlin
2014

Contributed to:
IFC Footprint Program
Global Waste Challenge
PR News CSR Award
2015

‘ReAnimating the Light Prop. Laszlo Moholy-Nagy’s Light Space Modulator: a Digital Investigation.’ Media: 
Digital Animation. Based on original blueprints, my work digitally recreates and renders the resulting lightshow 
that would have been on display at the Bauhaus Paris exposition in 1930. In addition to it’s display at the 
Bauhaus Archiv, the work was also shown at: RISD Museum of Art, 2009;  Ludwig Museum of Contemporary 
Art, Budapest, 2011; Plug-In Institute of Contemporary Art, Winnipeg Canada, 2014

NAOMI CLARE CRELLIN

Monitor Group
Analyst 2000-2004       

Collection and analysis of staff performance data for the North America region. Delivered performance criteria
training and arranged worldwide roll-out conferences of new performance assessment system.

Graduate Teaching RISD 
2006-2009

Taught ‘Intro to Computing’ where students learned digital tools and 3D modeling and rendering basics.

Hargrove, Inc.
Senior Designer
Jan 2010 - Oct 2013 

Designed innovative and unique experiences, graphic artwork and three dimensional environments.  
Generated and developed imaginative creative concepts in-keeping with messaging. Relevant projects and 
clients included: 
East-West: The Art of Dialogue - Traveling Exhibit
An exhibit design and event design hybrid project executed in two locations, featuring a world class collection 
of orientalist art, the events included a symposium of thought leaders within the gallery space. Responsible for 
defining flow, space planning graphic design and branding development for the foundation’s identity.

Let Freedom Ring - 50th Anniversary of the March on Washington
Events on the National Mall that commemorated the 50th Anniversary of  the March on Washington and Dr. 
King’s ‘I have a dream’ speech. From artwork concepts, logo and identity development, to print collateral and 
environmental design, led the creative team work for this celebration and commemoration of one of the seminal 
moments in American history.

Published in:
Joint Study Report 2008

‘Tradition, Tools, Technique and Technology’ Article published in Digital Intentions, Explorations and Accidents: 
Andrzej Zarzycki, ed, 2008.

Studio work at IFC included a ‘thINK before you INK’ campaign - an 11 story installation and employee 
awareness effort to reduce printing waste and change printing habits. This was part of the IFC Footprint 
Program’s two-year global Waste Challenge, which was co-winner in the 2015 PR News CSR Awards “Employee 
Relations” category , beating out corporate powerhouses like AT&T, CVS, and Time Warner Cable. The program 
also received an honorable mention in the “Workplace Innovation” category.
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Sparks Exhibits & Environments
Creative Lead
Oct 2013 - Oct 2015 

Creative Lead for all guest touch-points of a brand experience. Worked with SVP of Creative to curate 
multidimensional audience experiences, ensuring consistent application of the planning strategy. 
Facilitated ideation, generated written and visual creative briefs. Relevant projects and clients included: 

Microsoft Ignite - Technology Conference Exhibits 
Directed the creative team in the development and application of designs to create compelling visual and experiential 
moments throughout the public spaces. From concept planning through detailing and delivery led design work for the 
exhibits area and for the Microsoft exhibits presence. Included space layouts and attendee flow that adhered to fire and 
accessibility codes for this area in excess of 800,000 sq. ft. and with 29,000 attendees. 

Bloomberg  - Global Leadership Forum 
Facilitated the design process within a broad team with many stakeholders. Worked to distill and provide a clear conceptual 
and visual direction for content application to environmental design and immersive scenic content for this international 
audience. From concept through delivery process, coordinated with technical producers, production fabricators, detailers 
and motion graphics teams to ensure a consistent visual look and feel in this multi-dimensional experience.

‘Design Thinking Approaches to Exhibition Development - Investigating New Ways of Working’ co-authored 
article published in the Spring 2019 Edition of the NAME Exhibition Journal: Exhibition Making, The Behind the 
Scenes Process. This article examined how Agile and Rapid methods from Digital and UX design could be used 

Exhibition Journal, 
National Association for 
Museum Exhibition, 2019

George Washington University
Corcoran School of the 
Arts and Design
Adjunct Faculty
Jan 2014 - 2019

Teach Studio III, Design for non-traditional environments, in the Master of Arts in Exhibition Design Program. 
Partnering with a mission focused brand, for example the IFC, (RED) and HRC, to create experience concepts 
for audience engagement. Students learn techniques for ideation, concept and identity development, and how 
to design for all touchpoints of an attendee experience. There is a rigorous focus on developing and working 
with brand teams, communicating creative ideas to industry leaders and innovative thinkers via frequent 
presentations. Also taught Pro-thesis and Thesis Design studio classes. 


